Committee Agenda

Committee: House Commerce and Energy
Room: Room 464
Date: Monday, February 10, 2020
Time: 10:00 AM

Representatives Rounds, Gosch, Beal, Chris Johnson, McCleerey, Milstead, Miskimins, Perry, Sullivan, Wangsness, Weis, Willadsen, and Zikmund

BILL HEARINGS

HB 1131 prohibit the use of misleading identification for telephonic communications (Introduced)
   Introduced by: Representative Diedrich

HB 1178 revise the seller's property condition disclosure statement (Introduced)
   Introduced by: Representative Chase

HB 1185 limit public employer consideration of certain criminal backgrounds
   (Introduced)
   Introduced by: Representative Bordeaux

HB 1203 revise provisions regarding out-of-state dealer permits to sell motorcycles (Introduced)
   Introduced by: Representative Chaffee

/s/ TIM ROUNDS
Tim Rounds, Chair

Individuals needing assistance, pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act, should contact the Legislative Research Council (605-773-3251) 48 hours before convening to make any necessary arrangements.
Committee Agenda

Committee: House Education
Room: Room 413
Date: Monday, February 10, 2020
Time: 7:45 AM

Representatives Lana Greenfield, Glanzer, Brunner, Deutsch, Healy, Johns, Latterell, Marty, Olson, Randolph, Rasmussen, Reimer, Ring, Steele, and Wiese

BILL HEARINGS

HB 1157 provide for kindergarten enrollment options (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Randolph

HB 1173 prohibit a school board from denying an application for open enrollment from certain students with autism (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Hansen

BILLS FOR POSSIBLE ACTION WHICH HAVE HAD PRIOR HEARING.

HB 1152 provide financial assistance for school sentinel training (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Hammock

________________________ /
/s/ LANA GREENFIELD
Lana Greenfield, Chair

Individuals needing assistance, pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act, should contact the Legislative Research Council (605-773-3251) 48 hours before convening to make any necessary arrangements.
Committee Agenda

Committee: House Judiciary
Room: Room 413
Date: Monday, February 10, 2020
Time: 10:00 AM

Representatives Hansen, Johns, Barthel, Borglum, Cwach, Diedrich, Hammock, Latterell, Pischke, Pourier, Rasmussen, Reimer, and St. John

BILL HEARINGS

HB 1113 provide for remote participation in a shareholders' meeting (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Rounds

HB 1114 authorize additional abbreviations in naming corporations, limited liability companies, and limited liability partnerships (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Rounds

HB 1077 establish certain requirements regarding funeral processions (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Steele

HB 1101 provide for the reinstatement of a driver license under certain conditions (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Kevin Jensen

HB 1107 define style and form and authorize the code counsel to make certain style and form edits to legislative acts (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Johns

HB 1153 authorize the limited possession of a knife in the state capitol (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Hammock

HB 1087 authorize a clerk of courts to provide certain notices by electronic mail (Introduced)
Introduced by: The Committee on Judiciary at the request of the Chief Justice

/s/ JON HANSEN
Jon Hansen, Chair

Individuals needing assistance, pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act, should contact the Legislative Research Council (605-773-3251) 48 hours before convening to make any necessary arrangements.
Committee Agenda

Committee: House Military and Veterans Affairs
Room: Room 414
Date: Monday, February 10, 2020
Time: 3:30 PM

Representatives Zikmund, Sue Peterson, Borglum, Deutsch, Diedrich, Finck, Howard, Chris Johnson, David Johnson, Marty, McCleerey, Pourier, and Randolph

INFORMATIONAL BRIEFING

Greg Whitlock, Secretary Aaron Pollard, Deputy Secretary, Department of Veterans' Affairs
Department of Veterans Affairs Report

Ken Teunissen, Military Order of the Purple Heart
Veteran Cemetery Endowment Report

Terry Paulsen, Department of Veterans Affairs
State Veteran Council Report

Adjourn Joint Committee Meeting

BILL HEARINGS

HB 1036 revise provisions regarding the issuance of certain military specialty plates (Introduced)
Introduced by: The Committee on Military and Veterans Affairs at the request of the Department of Veterans Affairs

HB 1069 authorize certain veterans to attend courses offered at postsecondary technical institutes without payment of tuition (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Wiese

/s/ LARRY P. ZIKMUND
Larry P. Zikmund, Chair
Committee Agenda
Revised

Committee: House State Affairs
Room: Room 414
Date: Monday, February 10, 2020
Time: 7:45 AM

Representatives Qualm, Beal, Anderson, Dennert, Diedrich, Goodwin, Gosch, Hansen, Haugaard, Kevin Jensen, McCleerey, Kent Peterson, and Jamie Smith

BILL HEARINGS

HB 1004 provide for the defense of laws by the Legislature (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representatives Haugaard, Gosch, Chris Johnson, Mills, Sue Peterson, and Jamie Smith and Senators Langer, Ewing, Stalzer, and White at the request of the Executive Board

HB 1129 authorize the provision of call location information to law enforcement agencies (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Hammock

HB 1138 establish shooting course requirements for current or former law enforcement officers seeking an enhanced permit to carry a concealed pistol (Introduced)
Introduced by: Representative Hammock

BILLS FOR POSSIBLE ACTION WHICH HAVE HAD PRIOR HEARING.

HJR 5001 To apply for a convention of states under Article V of the Constitution of the United States to impose fiscal restraints on the federal government, to limit the power and jurisdiction of the federal government, and to limit the terms of office for federal officials and members of Congress (Introduced)
(Fiscal Note) Introduced by: Representative Steele

/s/ LEE QUALM
Lee Qualm, Chair